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English for Years 3 & 4 week beginning 1st June 2020 

 

Dear Children 

 

This week we are going to be focusing on our Spelling, Grammar and Punctuation (SPaG)  

and spending the time reading a Children’s Classic, which we hope you will enjoy when you  

receive it. It is important that Classic Literature is part of our Reading curriculum at  

Ireby School and each year group will spend this half-term focusing on their own specific  

novel. 

 

Lesson 1 – Spellings using the different strategies below depending on your year group.  
I have put all of your Spellings on Spelling Shed to practice as usual. 

 

Year 3 –  Challenge Words                                Year 4 -  The digraph ‘au’ 

Circle the correct spelling in the grid.        Match each half of the spellings. 
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Lesson 2: Using Fronted Adverbials (you may like to use this word mat to help you) 
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Please watch the first video to remind you what fronted adverbials are and to help you punctuate them correctly with a comma. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z62ckmn 

 

Practise your understanding of them by taking the Fronted Adverbial Quiz (Activity 1). Can you get all 5 questions correct? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z62ckmn 

 

Now watch the video in Activity 2, showing scenes of Britain in Summer. Watch carefully as you will be using it to help you in your 

writing. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z62ckmn 

 

Copy these sentences out in your best handwriting and underline the fronted adverbials. You could use a coloured pencil to underline 

them to make it stand out. 

Remember 

• Adverbials explain how, where or when something happened. 

For example: On top of the sunflower, the bee landed. 

1. Above the bees, the butterfly fluttered gracefully.  

2. Greedily, the owl gobbled down the fresh, slimy worm.  

3. In the afternoon, all the people sunbathed on the warm grass.  

4. Out of breath, the man ran past the wicket and won the cricket match. 

 

Now copy and complete these sentences about Britain in summer. Use your imagination to add in the missing fronted adverbials. 

For example: Smiling and laughing loudly, the child paddled in the water. 

1. .........................., the hawk caught the insect.  

2. .........................., the sun shone brightly on the crystal clear water.  

3. .........................., people enjoy going on holidays. 

 

Please remember to use your comma for correct punctuation after the fronted adverbial.  

Don’t forget your capital letters at the start and full stops at the end. 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z62ckmn
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z62ckmn
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z62ckmn
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Lesson 3: Using apostrophes for contraction (this word mat will help you) 
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Watch the 2 videos here please to help you remember how to use apostrophes for contraction when you are combining two words to make 

them smaller.  https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z4p2mfr 

 

Practise your understanding by completing Activity 1 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z4p2mfr 

 

Read through the word mat and then turn it over and have a go at matching the contractions to the words below: 

 
Read these sentences below. Find the contracted word and rewrite the sentence below showing the two words out in full. Use 

your best handwriting and check your capital letters and full stops. 

1. You don’t need to wear your PE kit on Tuesday. 

2. Sophia can’t find the keys for her car. 

3. James didn’t know how to drive so he had to get the bus. 

4. Mrs Dennison couldn’t believe how hard the children had worked. 

5. You shouldn’t eat chocolate every day as it is bad for you. 

6. I’ve got three brothers but I don’t have any sisters. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z4p2mfr
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z4p2mfr
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Lesson 4: Using apostrophes for possession 
Watch the 2 videos here to help you remember how to use apostrophes for possession. 

Remember: A possessive apostrophe shows that something belongs to or is connected to something else.  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zmq9kmn 

 

Practise your learning by carrying out Activity 1 here: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zmq9kmn 

 

Remember…singular possession looks like this: 

 

 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zmq9kmn
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zmq9kmn
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Plural possession looks like this: 

 

 
 

Your Task is to add the missing apostrophes to the sentences below (think is it singular or plural?) 

 

1. There is a lovely childrens park close to my house. 

2. The kids bikes were all parked outside the parks gate. 

3. All the peoples cars were driving past with their windows down. 

4. Trees leaves were falling down all over the park and some had even fallen onto the neighbours cars. 
 

(I will put the answers on the next page so try to complete these yourself and then check your answers) 
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ANSWERS (mark your own work). How did you do? 

1. There is a lovely children’s park close to my house. 

2. The kids’ bikes were all parked outside the park’s gate. 

3. All the people’s cars were driving past with their windows down. 

4. Trees’ leaves were falling down all over the park and some had even fallen onto the neighbours’ cars. 
 

Lesson 5: Using our Reading Inference Skills 
 

Inferring is a bit like being a detective. You have to find the clues to work out the hidden information. 

Watch this video here to help you understand further. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zfn6pg8 

 

Each Year Group should read to the end of Chapter 1 please of their children’s classic book and then answer the following inference 

questions. 

 

Year 3: The Magic Faraway Tree 

 

1. Why were the children excited about having Rick come and stay? 

2. How do we know that Rick is quite a polite boy? 

3. Why do you think Rick feels it will be ‘rather dull’ to live here? 

4. Does the wood at the bottom of the garden sound like an inviting place to go? Why do you think that? 

 

Year 4: The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe 

1. Why do you think Peter thinks the Professor will let them do whatever they like? 

2. Why was Edmund in a bad mood? 

3. Why were the children annoyed it was raining?  

4. Why do you think this chapter ends with the speech from the faun? 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zfn6pg8

